The series^^i/ is said to be summable (C; a, j8) to 5 if we have limw.n-.ooS^^ =5; to be bounded (C; a, /3) if \S (<^n | <const. for all values of m and n\ and to be ultimately bounded (C; a,/3) if lim supm.n^lS^m»? | < °° • This definition holds for all values of a and /3, real or complex, except negative integers, the binomial coefficients being defined as usual in terms of the gamma function; however we shall be concerned only with real orders greater than -1.
A special but important type of double series is that for which Uij is factorable, say
we have, by (2), when (3) holds, S^f = V ( £ W ( ®, so that, by (1),
(5) Smn = V m W n , where the factors in the right member of (5) are, respectively, the (C, a) transform oî^Vi and the (C, /3) transform of X)w,-.
2. Examples. The relation (5) enables us to obtain very easily examples illustrating the following statements. THEOREM 1. There is a series ^u^ which is summable and bounded (C; afi) for every a>0, /3>0, while (a) each row and column of^Uij has bounded partial sums and (b) each row and column of^Uij is non-summable (C, 7) for every y> -1.
Let vi= -1 and v< = 2(-l)*when i>\\ thenSf-i^-(-l) m and X)^* * s > as is we^ known, summable (C, 8) to 0 for every S>0.* Let^Wj be any series whose partial sums are bounded, and which is non-summable (C, 7) for every 7 > -1.f It is easy to show that the series whose general term is given by for its sequence of partial sums. Then ^w^ hasf an unbounded (C, 7 -8) transform, a non-convergent but bounded (C, 7) transform, and a convergent (C, 7 + 8) transform. These facts and properties of ^Vi enable us to show that the series whose general term is given by uu = ViW 3 x ® -\-WiVj is summable (C; a, ]8) to 0 and fulfills the other conditions of Theorem 2.
* 2vi is bounded (C, 0) and summable (C, 1) to 0; it is therefore summable (C, 8) The product of ( w+ | _1 ) by the sum on the left is the (C, /) transform of the wth row of the double series.* This row is a simple series which is ultimately bounded (C, /) and therefore is bounded (C, /) as was to be shown. 
